Don't just pretend to love others. Really love them. Hate what is wrong. Hold

tightly to what is good. Love each other with genuine affection, and take delight
in honoring each other. Romans 12:9-10

Katie Menke’s YAGM Life Update #1
My experiences living in Corrientes,
Argentina through the Young Adults in
Global Mission program of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church of America
In this newsletter I hope to offer a glimpse into what my life has been like
for the last 2 months! Each day I marvel at the diversity of creation and
culture that God has created. I also continually celebrate the amazing community I have been blessed
with here in Argentina as well as my family, friends, and church
communities in the states that made this experience possible and are
holding me in your thoughts and prayers. I truly feel your support,
whether it be financial, emotional, financial, spiritual, or otherwise,
and am so thankful for it! Thank
YOU!!!!! I’m sending prayer rays up
to God to be showered down on all of
you as well! Love and peace J

This picture was taken on my birthday on
Sept. 5, four days after moving in. That
afternoon members of San Mateo gathered
to eat a *merienda with me. I was gifted with

This picture is a photo I took of my

chipacitos which are little balls of cheesy bread

housemates the morning of my birthday. We

made with yucca flour, my very own personal

made apple pancakes together. It was the first

mate gourd for drinking mate, and a huge heart

time that some of the girls met and talked with

shaped dulce de leche cake. The greatest gift of

each other since we live in two close but

the day, however, was the way my new

separate units and everyone has very

community made sure that I had a good day

different schedules. It is a blessing to live in a

despite being so far away from home. I wasn’t

house with girls my age. We manage to spend

alone for a minute that day and the outpouring of

time together even when they are busy

hospitality was overwhelming. I am especially

preparing for exams. Sometimes, I’ll grab a

grateful to my godmother, Alicia, (pictured on

book and sit in our back yard and we’ll drink

the left) and her family for their constant

tereré together as they study. Tereré is an

accompaniment. They have welcomed me into

herbal Kool-Aid-like drink that is shared

their lives with incredible gusto and warmth.

communally. It’s essentially mate, but with
cold juice, pop, or water instead of hot water.

*Merienda is the afternoon snack here that is an

The congregation of San Mateo is
currently without a pastor, but the church
still makes efforts to meet regularly for
fellowship, food, and bible studies. On this
day we had a bible study and watched a
movie about the history of the reformation
that a 12 year-old from our church created.
Afterwards we made homemade
empanadas and fried them in a big cast
iron bowl over a fire. Empanadas are
delicious, easy to make, and something I
want to continue making when I come

essential part of the Argentine daily schedule

Note: Don’t worry, I’m not drinking any grape

back to the US. Prepare yourselves for

since supper isn’t eaten until around 10 or 11.

Kool-AidJ

this!

"Maybe nothing is more important than that we keep track, you and I, of these stories
of who we are and where we have come from and the people we have met along the
way because it is precisely through these stories in all their particularity, that God
makes himself known to each of us most powerfully and personally"

+

~ Frederick Buechner
I work at INCUPO and we recently celebrated its 43rd birthday with an asado (an elaborate
barbeque that is so popular and common to Argentina that I would daresay that eating asado is
somewhat of a national pastime!). El Instituto de Culura Popular was founded in 1970 as a
private, Christian-based, non-profit human rights and rural development organization. Initially
focused on adult literacy, their work now involves assisting rural campesinos and indigenous
communities with issues regarding land access, ecological production, advocacy, marketing,
and sustainable use of natural resources. Their ultimate goal is to promote just and sustainable
rural development in northeastern Argentina by strengthening rural livelihoods.
I accompanied some of my coworkers to a farm in nearby
Itatí for a site visit. As we all sipped tereré together, the
families showed off their hard work and things they were
doing to be both ecologically sustainable and productive.
The agronomist with INCUPO visits different farms and
assists farmers by suggesting ideas to prevent and cure
plant and animal diseases and produce healthy crops
(without using harmful chemicals). INCUPO also gives

FUN FACTS:
Every person I meet is surprised
that I am as old as I am. Most
people think I am 18, 19, or 20 years
old. Apparently I have the face of a
“nena” here. My accent has also
caused others on several occasions
to mistake me for a Brazilian.

away useful supplies like bug traps.
The province of Corrientes is the
My current project with INCUPO involves working with

only province in Argentina that has

the farmers markets. I love sipping mate and learning

formally declared Guaraní as an

about the economic impact that farmers markets have had

official language. Each of the twelve

in various communities. I have also learned that farmers

Guaraní vowels has a special

markets have strengthened community networks and

meaning -thus words are composed

friendships amongst neighbors. Feriantes meet and work

of specific vowels depending on the

to support each other in producing and selling breads,

meaning of the word.

sweets, pickles, artisan crafts, vegetables, and fruits.
I was invited to go to Iquazú Falls (one of the seven natural
wonders of the world) with 50 feriantes on our last day
attending a provincial farmers market gathering in
neighboring Misiones. The extraordinary view paired

I have discovered that raw old fashioned oatmeal mixed with dulce
de leche (kind of like a soft
caramel) makes for an instant
cookie in a spoon! ¡Que rica!

with the sound of deafening water from 275 different waterfalls was ‘inolvidable” –unforgettable.
However, the memories of this day that I will treasure the most are not the stunning vistas or the
lush rainforest, but the people I was with and the conversations we had along the trail.
Friendships are formed fast when you spend more than 3 whole days together and are in a bus
for 16 hours! Apparently I was sleep talking in Spanish on the bus and “divulged all my secrets”!!

Please don’t hesitate to email me at katielizmenke@gmail.com if you have any questions, suggestions,
2comments, or news of your own to share with me! I love hearing from all of you. Also, feel free to also
follow
my blog at overflowingandeverflowingjoy.wordpress.com Password: Heyiknowher!
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